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  At Alexi Hubbell Photography, we take pride in being the leading Durango wedding photographer. Alexi is dedicated to capturing every precious moment of your special day with impeccable attention to detail. From the stunning landscapes of the San Juan Mountains to the charming downtown streets, we know the perfect locations that will enhance the beauty of your wedding photos. With our expertise in natural and studio lighting and expert composition, we guarantee breathtaking images that will preserve the magic of your Durango wedding for a lifetime. Trust us to be your reliable and talented partner in creating memories that will be cherished forever. So when it comes to finding a Durango wedding photographer, look no further than Alexi Hubbell Photography.
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                      My husband and I absolutely loved her services! She is very outgoing and extremely friendly. 
She made me feel very comfortable posing, and gave amazing direction! She definitely went the extra mile and the pictures were so beautiful! She’s amazing at what she does, and I would absolutely recommend using her for any pictures you need taken!
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                      We had booked Alexi for our destination wedding to Colorado and with the pandemic we had to change wedding plans to just an elopement ceremony. We were upset but still excited to go she kept us hopeful and arranged for us a beautiful trip through the San Juan mountains, and the most beautiful ceremony spot for us. She had so much knowledge of the area and a lot of interesting stories to share. It was the trip of a life time. Her photos were beautiful, I got a good amount of previews before we even got home from our trip which is very nice! And the rest were done swiftly. You only get married once and we are both so happy she was there to capture it!
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                      Alexi did an amazing job capturing our elopement ceremony at Purgatory Resort 6/28/2020. After our ceremony Alexi traveled back down the mountain to capture various photos with us! She is kind, caring and passionate about her profession! She is a local and knows the area very well and was even kind enough to give me directions/recommendations for hair, make up, etc in the area! 10/10 recommend! Thank you, Alexi!
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                      I could absolutely not be happier with the amazing job Lexi did for us on our big day! I want to keep the review short but it’s hard because I have so many things to rave about.. Let’s start with the obvious – THE PHOTOGRAPHY – Lexi spent so much time speaking with me about our vision and studying exactly what we wanted. She has forms that help lay out every important detail, timeline, and family groups. She even studied my family members’ names and history to understand the dynamic between everyone so she didn’t stick any one in awkward situations! (Divorcees, etc.). I was insanely impressed with that. She went above and beyond to trek through the forest with us and take us outside when the sunset lighting was perfect. She’s amazing at capturing candid moments that you would never expect a camera person to catch, I now have the most precious and hilarious moments to look back at. Our pictures could not be more amazing, seriously. She even custom designed a box and hard drive that is perfect for our home and will proudly be displayed forever! Now, HER PERSONALLY - She is an absolute expert. I called her constantly for wedding advice unrelated to photography because she always knew exactly what to do. On the day of, she easily handled our rowdy friends and family to keep things moving while having a great time. Afterwards, she wrote a beautiful blog that summed up our love story in a way I can’t even explain. I don’t even know how she knew or remembered the details and stories she wrote about, but I cry my eyes out reading it and it is now and hung on our wall at home. I never expected to get so many special things out of a vendor. She is so much more than just a vendor, she is a mentor and a friend. She helped make our day even more special, and anyone who hires her is making an excellent decision. Thank you Lexi for everything!
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                      Alexi worked with us last minute as our plans had to change due to COVID. She was professional and followed social distancing guidelines. I feel incredibly lucky to have found her on such short notice. As the only person there during our virtual wedding ceremony, she perfectly documented the magic of our wedding day. She had a great eye and made sure to bring out our personalities in our photos. She was even able to rush the photos and ceremony footage so we could share them with our guests the way we envisioned. I highly recommend working with her!
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                      Alexi and her team are really the best. We had the most enjoyable experience with both our engagement shoot and wedding and now have THE most stunning photos. Her adaptability made our wedding day stress free and her ability to capture details and little moments made our photos so special. I couldn't recommend Alexi enough!
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                      Alexi is an amazing photographer and person. She was the photographer for our June 2018 wedding in Colorado Springs, and I couldn't be happier with the way our pictures came out. The photos depicted the wedding in a way that made the day look like the magical fairy tale it truly was. Some of them looked like beautiful renaissance paintings! She has a way of making posed photos feel natural and candids look spectacular and fun. She is professional, efficient, and a joy to work with. She really calmed my nerves (even during a hail storm!), and was a huge part in making my day as stress-free and fun as possible. I highly recommend her for your wedding and boudoir photo needs, and I would definitely work with her again!
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                      Alexi was the best photographer I could have asked for. We used her for a wedding elopement. I honestly didn’t really know what I wanted but Alexi helped ask the questions to make sure I got exactly what I wanted, that I didn’t even know I wanted. I continually have people in awe over our amazing wedding pictures. My husband and I already have ideas of going back for another shoot in the future. I can’t recommend Alexi enough.
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                      Alexi was wonderful and very professional. Our photos turned out amazing and we were extremely happy with the service she provided. I highly recommend her for your wedding. We could not have been more happy.
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                      “I am over the top happy, satisfied, and thrilled with my wedding photography. The images were natural and perfectly captured our outdoor venue. Alexi was fun to work with and helped us both feel at ease. She prioritized what we wanted as a couple and offered a few great ideas along the way. The photos came out better than I could have imagined, and I am so grateful to have these wonderful memories of our wedding day.”
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                      Alexi is a true pro, and so much fun to work with! She was the perfect fit for our engagement and wedding photos- capturing the magic of our day while encouraging us to be ourselves and stay in the moment. Detail shots, portraits, landscape, family members tearing up, dance party- she captured it all. Weddings are sure to be hectic, but her experience and professionalism helped ours go off without a hitch, and left us with pictures we'll treasure forever. Highly recommend!!
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                      Alexi was the superhero behind the scenes for our wedding day! We had planned for our wedding to be in Mexico, but had to cancel a month out due to Covid. Alexi came to the rescue on short notice and took the most beautiful and professional photos. She was patient with the wedding chaos and even made sure I (the bride) made it to the ceremony when there was a transportation miscommunication. Alexi is smart, creative, passionate and has the best rates in town. Highly recommend!
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                      Alexi was hands-down the best vendor we worked with for our wedding and did an incredible job getting us the epic photos we were looking for. Alexi was an invaluable asset in making our wedding day perfect, from helping us to scout out possible ceremony locations, day of timeline, vendor recommendations, and more. She was always very accessible and responsive. Everyone has loved our photos.
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                Historic Downtown Durango Intimate Wedding: Aimee & Shawn
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  All of Alexi Hubbell Photography's wedding packages include our luxury wedding albums.
Read more about our wedding albums here.  























  
  











  Adventurous Engagement Sessions
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  Our special engagement sessions are included in many wedding packages, or can be purchased separately at a reduced rate for wedding or elopement clients. Let us take you to an amazing location and demonstrate our work before your wedding day. It's a wonderful opportunity for us to familiarize ourselves with each other while exploring beautiful places.























  
  











  Contact us about your wedding or elopement today and let's get to making some magic!
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